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Abstract                                                        
The present paper contains results of experimental study on a semi-planing catamaran.
The aim of this study is to find the effect of hydrofoil usage on resistance of semi-planing 
catamaran and achiving optimal attack angle,arrangement of hydrofoils and displacement  
center of gravity.Tests have been done without and with hydrofoils in certain arrangement 
with different angles of attack then the results are compared.Results show that 
considerable resistance reduction obtained in semi-planing vessels which equiped with 
hydrofoil in optimized angle of attack in service speed range. 
Meanwhile the hydrofoils arrangement and the angle of attack are important so unsuitable 
design causes the instability in the motion and may be increases hydrodynamic resistance. 
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Introduction  
 Semi-planing catamarans (SPC) are new concept of hybrid vessels based on a large 
symmetric chined-hull catamaran and hydrofoils which span between the hulls.These 
vessels have symmetric hulls and in frist step of this studies the hydrofoils are located in 
the tunnel at keel depth. The hydrofoils carry about ٤٠ percent of vessel displacement. 
Last developed hydrofoil system in catamaran is named hysuwac.(hydrofoil supported 
water craft). Semi-displacement type hydrofoil assisted catamaran developments started 
in the last decade.The semi-displacement or semi-planing type vessels used for fast ferry 
applications.  
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Foil arrangement 
 In the recent years a lot of researches have been conducted in the field of hydrofoil 
assistance for catamaran as a means of improving their hydrodynamic characteristics.[١]
Hydrofoil assistance has been applied notably to improve resistance characteristics such 
as sea keeping and wake wash. 
Figure ١ shows some of the basic foil configurations that are in use today on planing and 
semi-displacement hulls.The first type is tandem and more popular. In this case foils are 
supporting the weight of vessel almost equally.The second type is similar to wings of 
aircraft this type is sometimes called monofoil and is applied usually in planing 
catamarans.Also It is referred as avion type.The canard configuration has not found much 
application to date as a practical foil configuration as threre is an increased risk of damage 
during mooring ,manuvering , docking and etc. 
Proper design and selection of foils is a complex task. It depends on many factors such as 
hull shape , position of center of gravity , interaction between hull and hydrofoils and so 
on. [٢،٣،٥]

Hydrodynamic Resistance  
 Generally , hydrodynamic resistance can be devided into two terms: 
١-viscous resistance that causes frictional resistance (Rf ) on the hull: 

 Rf =
wsf SVC 2

2
1 ρ (١)

fC =Frictional resistance coefficient , sρ = Sea water density 
V = Speed    ,   wS = Wetted surface 

٢- Residual resistance(RR) includes : pressure resistance(Rp),wave making resistance 
(Rw ) ,air resistance(RA,),hull shape resistance and etc. 
 RR = Rp +Rw + RA (٢)
Total hydrodynamic resistance (RT ) is obtained by following equation: 
 RT=Rf + RR (٣)
The resistance improvement gained by hydrofoil-assisted catamarans over conventional    
ones is due to number of effects. These effects are mainly due to: 

 ١) Reduction in wetted surface of the vessel. 
 ٢) Reduction in wave making resistance because of smaller displacement volume.
٣) Interaction between hull and hydrofoils. 
Hydrodynamic resistance of a Hysuwac includes some additional parts in comparison by 
conventional vessels. Typical components for total resistance of such a vessel are shown 
in Fig. ٢.
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Figure ٢: Different components of hydrodynamic resistance 
 

Model test 
Hydrofoil effect in hydrodynamic resistance reduction in semi-planing catamarans have 
been investigated by laboratory equipments and model test up to now which is most 
reliable method. The results of this manner cause are complicated status of the motion of 
fluid around the demi-hulls and the problems for determination of the effects between 
hydrofoil and demi-hulls. 
A semi-planing catamaran is considered for model test.It's body plan is shown  in Fig ٣.
Since the towing speed in towing tank is not so high, cavitation is not happened and foils 
are chosen  of subcavitating type that are shown in Fig ٤.
For thin foils at small angle of attacks , the lift cefficient(CL)can be estimated by[٤]: 
 11.0CL = (٤)
In the case of hydrofoils close to free surface , lift coefficient will depend on immersion 
depth. An approximate formula for this case is:   
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ch  = Chord length        ,       h   =Hydrofoil immersion depth 
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Froude number(Fnh) in Eq.٥ is defined as: 

 
gh
VFnh = (٦)

The lift force and hydrofoil area may be calculated with equations (٧) and (٨). 

 LSSLS CVAF .
2
1 2ρ= (٧)

sSS chbA .= (٨)

SA = Hydrofoil projected area , b = Hydrofoil span 
2).().11.0.(

2
1 VchbF sssLs ρα= (٩)

α = Hydrofoil attack angle 

Therefore , chord length for hydrofoil can be estimated by: 

 2
:

)...().11.0(
2

ssss

Ls
s Vchb

Fch
ρα

= (١٠)

Assumptions given in Table١ are used for estimating hydrofoils parameters and foil 
section that is shown in Figure ٥.

Table ١:Foil parameters 
 

Table.٢ shows main dimensions of actual ship and model test.Figure ٦ shows the model  
test.  

Table ٢:Dimensions of ship and model test 
 Model Dimensions Ship Dimensions 

Lwl(m) ٠M١٩ ٧٢٦M٧٦ 
Bmax(m) ٠M٨ ٢٩٥M٠٣ 
Bdb(m) ٠M٢ ٠٨٣M٢٦ 
T(m) ٠M١ ٠٤١M١٢ 

Lwl/Bmax ٨M٨ ٧٥M٧٤ 
S/Lwl ٠M٠ ٢٩M٢٩ 

Displacement(N) ٣٤M٦٠٨٩١ ٠٢M٦٧ 

The seakeeping of the hysuwac is improved by the hydrofoil action,which is shown in 
Figure ٧.After hydrofoil is installed upper than forward hydrofoil.this hydrofoil 
arrangement improved the already good wave-running characteristics of the catamaran by 
it's damping effect against vertical accelerations in waves. 
 

Forward foil After foil 
Foil span(m) ٠M٠ ١٣٥M١٣ 

Chord Length(m) ٠M٠ ٠٣٧٧M٠٣٥٥ 
Thickness(m) ٠M٠ ٠٠٣٥M٠٠٣ 

Distance from aft. 
perpendicular (m) ٠M٠ ٣٤M٠٤ 
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Tests and Repeatability  
 The model has been tested without hydrofoil in the available speeds. After the finishing 
of the series tests, the diagrams of total hydrodynamic resistance are found.The number of 
the test series is determined by number of change in balanced weights and varied angle of 
attack that are shown in Table ٣.

Table ٣:Test numbers 
Test  

Numbers 
Even keel          

(Angle of attack) 
Trim by Stern          

(Angle of attack) 

First without foil without foil 

Second Aft. Foil=٠٠

For. Foil=٠٠
Aft. Foil=٠٠

For. Foil=٠٠

Third Aft. Foil=٠٠

For. Foil=٤٠
Aft. Foil=٠٠

For. Foil=٤٠

Forth Aft. Foil=٠٠

For. Foil=٦٠
Aft. Foil=٠٠

For. Foil=٦٠

Now, with installing the hydrofoil to the hull of the model is tested as the same condition 
of previous model (without hydrofoils). 
For investigation of the reduction of resistance ranges, the results of the tests are 
compared to other cases .Finally, influence of configuration hydrofoil on hydrodynamic 
resistance has been determined according to the results for all of the tests. The model is 
tested in different speeds from ٠M٥ s

m to ٣M٢ s
m .Figure ٨ is showing model velocity at 

٣m/s . 
In the registered data for each of test, resistant diagram has been given versus the 

displacement of the model.At first resistance force is going to increasing then be reduced 
in constant amount. The result of this phenomena is based on the accelerating and inertia 
mass of the model at the first time. diagrams ١،٢.

Diag. ١:Test results for catamaran without foil 
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Diag. ٢:Test results for hysuwac 
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On the other hand, while the test is starting the force effects to load cell is equal as 
follows: 
 F=R+MA 
F,R,M and A is force that sense by sensor,resistance,weight of model(kg) and acceleration 
respectively.After receiving the model in constant velocity, the amount of the acceleration 
is to be zero (A=٠).With attention to the amount of the hydrodynamic resistance to be 
constant in constant velocity.  
As above description the resistance force diagram is nearly going to be horizontally.  
 

Test results analysis 
 Hydrodynamic resistance changes due to center of gravity variation is depend lift force 
distribution, therefore it depend of hydrofoil arrangement.In the test No.٣ [table ٣], the 
attack angle of forward hydrofoil is ٤ degrees. 
The hydrodynamic resistance in above angle and even keel is the least amount in the wide 
zone of the velocities test, diagram ٣. In the trim by stern status with high velocity 
the resistance force is reduced,related to the other cases that shows in diagram ٤.
Resistance reduction percent of even keel and trim by stern is shows in diagrams ٥،٦.
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Diag. ٣:Test results of even keel model 
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Diag. ٤:Test results of trim by stern model 
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In the ٦ degrees of attack angle, instabilities were observed when the model started to rise 
by dynamic lift, until the front part of the craft was free of water contact and then, 
suddenly started nose diving untill it fully submerged and then started lifting again.[٦]

Resistance Comparision (TRIM BY STERN)
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Diag. ٥:Resistance Reduction for even keel 
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Diag. ٦:Resistance Reduction for trim by stern 
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In the trim by bow at the speeds of lift force is to be considerable, by the state of negative 
angle of attack, the lift force is going to negative amount. Therefore that is caused to 
going the vessel in to the water.  In addition to the special form section of the hydrofoils, 
separation of the water is going to be happen forwarding than normal case in the beneath 
hydrofoils surface.( diag. ٤) .By the factors of the above results that causes to increasing 
wetted surface and friction surface . 
 
Conclusions 
 The resistance of a catamaran is investigated in calm water with model test. Hydrofoil assisted 
semi-displacement catamarans  may  be much more efficient. The advantages are mainly: 

• Increasing the speed without using larger engine 
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Fig. ٤:subcavitating foil  

 

• Reduction in fuel consumption  
• Increasing of operational range  
• Improvment of the seakeeping status 

But, desigining of hydrofoils configuration , angle of attack and choosing the foil 
section’s geometry is very important and in some cases it may become  unefficient. The  
motion of  fluid around the demi-hulls and foils is very complex and at the present , 
model test is the only manner for proper design. 

Future Work 
 The model does not incorporate the design of the propulsion system, wich could easily 
be incorprated in a future design. As it is a passenger ferry, and ecconomical analysis 
need to be included to find the minimum cost of transportation per person per kilometer. 

 

Fig ١:Basic foil configurations Figure ٣:Catamaran body plan 
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Figure ٥:Foil section in test   
 

Figure ٧: Hydrofoils configuration
Figure ٦: Hydrofoils Arrangement 

 

Figure ٨:model test in towing tank(٣m/s) 
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